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Bitcoin is a TWITTER Ponzischeme
Iedereen die hierover wil schrijven wordt gecensureerd op
de ASOCIALE MEDIA. Stop Using, Google, Facebook,
YouTube, Twitter, Microsoft. They Are All CIA Operatives
As promised: Hi Tech companies are CROOKS! Part 1.
Joe Rogan (wordt door Twitter $300.000 per maand betaald om ponzifraude met Bitcoin te
promoten zodat Twitter hiermee miljoenen kan verdienen) and Jack Dorsey (CEO Twitter)
appear to be running a massive financial fraud scheme and using censorship to silence
whistleblowers
What’s clear in my mind from recent events is that Joe Rogan and Jack Dorsey are running a massive crypto fraud scheme while using the power of censorship to silence whistleblowers who are exposing their giant con. As Hacked.com reports:
Criticism of the Bitcoin core narrative was being censored on Reddit long before the hammer fell
on the likes of Alex Jones. Dorsey’s vision of a future Bitcoin-dominated internet doesn’t address
this point; and it’s a point that only seems more scandalous in light of Twitter’s similar predilection
for censoring those who deviate from accepted scripts.
Jack Dorsey is just one of many tech giant CEOs that has now turned to the tyranny of censorship to silence critics for off-platform behavior. Twitter has not cited any violations of community
guidelines as justification for suspending accounts.
I think Jack Dorsey is running a massive financial fraud scheme, and he’s paying off people
like Joe Rogan to shill for his crypto profit schemes while selectively silencing anyone who might
raise legitimate questions about the dishonesty and deception of his entire operation.
As more and more people are now noticing, the tech giants that dominate the world are now quite
literally being run by financial fraudsters and censorship goons who despise freedom of expression
precisely because independent journalists are exposing their frauds and cons. Any independent
journalist who attempts to warn the public and expose the truth about the massive Bitcoin
crypto con is targeted for selective censorship and defamation. Meanwhile, techno-schemers
like Dorsey funnel money to front men like Joe Rogan to keep pushing the propaganda that hypes
up their personal enrichment Ponzi schemes.
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It’s sick. It’s even criminal, according to SEC rules. When will the SEC raid the offices of Jack
Dorsey and Joe Rogan and charge them with securities violations for pushing a massive financial
fraud, completely absent any honest financial disclosures are required by regulatory authorities? If
Rogan and Dorsey were pumping Wall Street stocks in the same manner, they would have already
been arrested and charged with securities fraud. Why do they get a free pass when they’re pumping
the very same crypto con that has already caused innocent participants around the world to lose
hundreds of millions of dollars?
Read more about the Bitcoin crypto fraud at Bitraped.com and check out important news on the
evil of the tech giants at TechGiants.news.
Watch more here about why the people of Earth must declare war on the tech giants and defeat
them like we defeated the Third Reich.

ONE OUT. PLENTY TO GO!
One Day I decided to stop believing everything I was hearing and instead I started investigating everything I was hearing.
I learned real quick that we have been living inside a mirage that ‘free’ press created for one
reason and one reason only: to keep us bloated with lies while elites destroyed our countries.
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